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A LEAP FORWARD  
FOR PHOTOCHROMIC 

LENSES



THE 
EVOLUTION

 OF  
VISION 

E VO LU T I O N  O F  T H E  E Y E

The human eye is such a complex organ that even Charles Darwin was 
astounded to how it could have freely evolved by natural selection, writing: 
“To suppose that the eye, with all its inimitable contrivance for adjusting 
the focus to different distances, for admitting different amounts of light, and 
for the correction of spherical and chromatic aberration, could have been 
formed by natural selection, seems, I freely confess, absurd in the highest 
possible degree.” (Darwin 1872) Of course, there is an evolutionary 
explanation for these amazing organs, and photochromic-type 
molecules played a big part.

The earliest predecessors of the eye, called “eye spots”, were even found on 
unicellular organisms. These early eyes were constructed of photo receptor 
proteins that responded to light, much like modern day photochromic 
dyes, and were able to detect light from dark. The light-sensitive proteins 
allowed the organism to move in response to light, to hide from prey, and 
to develop a rudimentary circadian rhythm by predicting day and night 
cycles. Biochemical changes in response to light became critical to the 
survival of certain species, and heavily influenced the structure of modern 
human and animal eyes.

E VO LU T I O N  O F  P H OTO C H RO M I C  L E N S E S

In the same way that photosensitive molecules contributed to the evolution of the eye, we can think of 
photochromic lenses that adjust to changing light conditions as a technological evolution. Photochromic 

technology has advanced significantly over the years to help us see better in any lighting condition.

The first photochromic lenses were released by Corning in 1964 and marketed under the name PhotoGray®.
These glass lenses were manufactured by introducing inorganic silver halide compounds into molten glass.  

Early PhotoGray® lenses had an activated transmission of 50% indoors and 20% outdoors. 

Technological advancements were made over the years to increase clarity indoors, eventually leading to the 
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organic photochromic dyes had major performance hurdles to overcome, specifically dealing with activated 
transmission and photochromic fatigue. But over several cycles of engineering, these issues have improved  

to a point that was deemed acceptable by the modern market.

≈ 3.5 billion years ago 

A protein that responds  
to light allowed single-cell 
organisms to distinguish 
light in the darkness, which 
was vital to their survival. 

≈ 1 billion years ago

Pluricellular organisms’  
state of vision is a bit more 
evolved due to a group  
of epidermal photosensitive 
cells connected to nerve 
fibers that can differentiate 
light from shadows.

 ≈ 550 million years ago 

Photosensitive cells fold into  
a cavity to result in a higher 
density of cells in the same 
space. This is the origin of 
the tridimensional vision.

≈ 4 million years ago 

The cornea, pupil and lens 
evolve, allowing the control  
of the passage of light - giving 
rise to the human eye.

11th Century 

Ophthalmic lenses correct 
refractive errors of the human 
eye to provide better vision.

1954 

The first photosensitive lens 
is developed for protecting 
the human eye photoreceptor 
cells for a more precise and 
comfortable vision.

2016 

IOT brings an 
innovative plastic 

photochromic lens 
to the market - the 

latest link in the 
evolution of vision.

EYE SPOT 
PRIMITIVE EYE

SIMPLE EYE 
PLURICELLULAR

CUP EYE

COMPLEX EYE 
PUPIL AND LENS

1ST  VISION  
CORRECTION

1ST MINERAL 
PHOTOCHROMIC 
LENS

1954 - 2015 

1st Generation:  
First plastic photochromic 
lenses developed.

2nd Generation:
Advancements in photochromics 
allow for better darkening 
and fadeback.

1ST PLASTIC 
PHOTOCHROMIC 
LENS AND NEXT  
GENERATIONS

 Charles Darwin  
(1809-1882)

Neochromes Dynamic™ is the latest step in the evolution of vision, bringing a new 
level of state-of-the-art photochromic performance to the market.

PHOTOGRAY® is a registered trademark of the Corning corporation.



HOW DO  
PHOTOCHROMICS 

WORK?

Before discussing what makes Neochromes DynamicTM unique in the 
marketplace, we first explore some properties that all photochromic lenses 
have in common.

E Q U I L I B R I U M  R E AC T I O N

Photochromic dye molecules change from a closed, “transparent” shape to 
an open, light-absorbing, “dark” shape when exposed to UV light. The UV 
light breaks a bond in the transparent chemical structure to allow the 
molecule to open into the light-absorbing configuration. 

The two forms of the molecule exist in an equilibrium, with the bond continually 
breaking and re-forming, and the molecule constantly flipping back and forth 
between transparent and dark states. The number of molecules in the light-
absorbing state depends on how much UV light is in the environment as well 
as other factors such as temperature. If the lens is exposed to a lot of UV light, 
a majority of molecules will be in the open state, making the lens dark.  
In the absence of UV light, most of the molecules will stay closed, resulting  
in a transparent material.

T E M P E R AT U R E  D E P E N D E N C Y

Regardless of material or manufacturing methods, the performance of all photochromic lenses is dependent on temperature. 

In colder temperatures, photochromic dyes get darker and take longer to fade back to their transparent state. In warmer temperatures, photochromic dyes 
do not get as dark, but fade back to the transparent state faster. 

This is just a characteristic of the photochromic equilibrium reaction - heat makes the molecules want to be in the transparent state and lack 
of heat does the opposite.

 Darkness
 Fade back speed

COLDER  
CLIMATE

WARMER  
CLIMATE

 Darkness
 Fade back speed

P H OTO C H RO M I C  FAT I G U E

Just like temperature dependence, photochromic fatigue is another phenomenon that all photochromic lenses experience. Photochromic 
fatigue is a process that takes place within the lens, over hundreds and thousands of darkening and fading cycles, that eventually causes  
the photochromic dyes to lose performance. This mean that, over time, the photochromic lens will neither get as dark nor fade back as quickly 
as it used to when it was new. There are several factors that contribute to photochromic fatigue, including the dye breakdown with UV exposure, 
oxidation caused by the presence of free-radicals, and other side reactions within the matrix. 

We have designed Neochromes Dynamic™ around the idea of having the equilibrium reaction pushed toward  
the light-absorbing form of the molecule as much as possible when UV light is present to achieve desirable darkness,  
and for the reaction to reverse back to the clear form of the molecule as quickly as possible when indoors.

Photochromic dye  
molecules change  
from a closed,  
“transparent”  
shape... 

... to an open, light -absorbing, 
“dark“ shape when exposed to UV light.



HOW PHOTOCHROMIC 
LENSES ARE MADE

There are several ways to incorporate photochromic dyes into a lens.  
Some of the most commonly used are imbibing, in-mass, coating  

and wafer technologies.

I M B I B I N G

Imbibing is a technique in which photochromic dyes are deposited  
on the surface of a clear lens blank, during which the entire system  

is exposed to enough heat to open the pores of the lens to let  
the dyes penetrate the outermost layers. After imbibition, the residual  

material on the lens is removed, leaving the dyes that have  
penetrated the lens material on the outer surface. 

Imbibing is limited to materials that are soft and porous  
enough to allow the dyes to penetrate, so it cannot  

be used on polycarbonate, for example.

C OAT I N G

Applying a thin coating containing the photochromic dyes on top of a clear lens 
blank is one of the most common forms of manufacturing, and it is the method  
we employ for all Neochromes Dynamic™ materials, except for polycarbonate. 

A photochromic coating allows for even and controlled application of photochromic 
dyes to the lens, and keeps the dyes close to the surface of the lens where 
they can most effectively be activated by UV light. 

WA F E R

In this method, a thin photochromic wafer less than 1mm thick is molded 
directly into the lens blank. Neochromes DynamicTM polycarbonate 
lenses are manufactured using this highly efficient and unique technique.

The advantage of this method is that the dyes are effectively shielded 
from the environment while still remaining extremely close to the 
surface of the lens where they can be easily activated.

I N - M A S S

In this method, photochromic dyes are mixed in with the lens monomer  
so that the dyes exist evenly throughout the entire mass of the lens.  
The lens monomer is then cast between a front and back mold to create 
the lens. While being an expensive option because of the quantity of dyes 
required, this method also leads to noticeably uneven activation with certain 
prescriptions. If the thickness of the lens is variable enough from the center 
to the edge, the thicker parts of the lens will activate more than the thinner 
parts of the lens because there is more monomer and dye material where 
the lens is thick. 

The in-mass option is a suitable choice for plano lenses, but can pose 
difficulties with many prescription jobs.

Cast into lensLiquid monomer  
with dyes

Lens Blank

Thick slurry  
with dyes

With heat, the dyes  
migrate into the lens

Excess slurry is washed  
away - remaining lens  
has dyes in top layer

Lens Blank

Hard coating 
protects dyes

Thin wafer inside 
containing dyes

Thin coating  
containing dyes

Poly material

At HB Optical, we are continuously exploring new and better methods of manufacturing photochromics to exceed  
our customers’ expectations.
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THE 4 STAGES OF THE  
PHOTOCHROMIC CYCLE

Neochromes DynamicTM fades from dark to clear up to two times faster than 
leading products on the market. To visualize how this contributes to a better 
experience for the wearer, we study the photochromic cycle in the form of  
a kinetics chart. 

Kinetics charts map the photochromic lens performance as the lens goes 
from clear to dark and back again. Darkness, or % transmission is on the 
vertical axis. On the horizontal axis we move over time from the initial 
transparent state, UV exposure and darkening, and finally removal of UV 
light and fade-back to the transparent state.

3.  T H E  DA R K  S TAG E

The dark stage is achieved at the peak level of tint after several  
seconds of UV exposure. Properties that can be assessed at this stage  
are transmission, activated color, and color uniformity. The tint that the  
lens achieves at maximum saturation is one of the more important 
attributes for user comfort. A line reaching a low plateau on the vertical  
axis at the dark stage indicates a darker activated color.

4.  T H E  FA D E  B AC K  S TAG E

The fade back stage is the most important stage of the photochromic  
cycle for user comfort, and strangely, it is the least talked about. The fade-
back stage begins when UV light is removed. A steep curve upwards indi-
cates a faster and more desirable feedback speed. A shallow slope upwards 
that takes longer time to reach the initial transparency level indicates a less 
desirable, slow fade-back speed.

The shorter the fade-back stage, the more comfortable and functional 
the lens is to the user. However, the reaction time between the two 
configurations of the molecule is extremely difficult to manipulate, so  
most photocromic lenses on the market today do not have a fade 
back speed that users find satisfactory. The lenses often remain tinted 
for extended periods of time, so that even several minutes after returning 
indoors, the wearer has to manage with noticeably dark lenses.  
The engineering behind Neochromes Dynamic ™ excels in this critical 
fade-back period and gives the user a superior photochromic lens 
with a faster fade-back speed.

1.  T H E  C L E A R  S TAG E

Before any UV exposure, the lens will be in it’s most transparent state. 
Residual color comparisons between sense can be made during this 
stage - the higher up on the vertical axis the curve starts, the clearer  

the lens appears indoors.

2.  T H E  DA R K E N I N G  S TAG E

When the lens is first exposed to UV light, the photochromic molecules 
begin absorbing the UV energy and change from the transparent form 
to the plant light-absorbing form. As more and more molecules change 

shape, the lens gets darker, finally achieving a peak level of tint after  
15-20 seconds of UV exposure. Though activation speed comparisons 

can be done, most photochromic lenses on the market today darken  
at a satisfactory speed. A steeply falling line during this stage  

indicates a fast rate of darkening.
 

A shorter fade back time would 
be increasing user comfort 

TIMELINE OF PHOTOCHROMIC LENS WEAR (KINETICS CHART)

1 2 3 4

Neochromes Dynamic™ was developed with the aim  
of providing a faster fade back speed in less than half 
the time of existing products, offering wearers maximum 
functionality and comfort.



NEOCHROMES  
DYNAMIC FILLS  

IN THE BLANK

A lot of market emphasis in recent years has been focused on widening 
the transmission gap between the clear stage and the dark stage.  
As successive generations of photochromic products have been 
released, the transparent stage has gotten lighter, and the darker stage 
has gotten darker. There are many lenses on the market that achieve 
desirable transparent and dark stages: it is no longer a differentiating 
point. The fade back speed is critical to user comfort, and it is not 
being discussed.

P R E V I O U S  P H OTO C H RO M I C  L E N S E S 

Now that we understand how to interpret a photochromic kinetics chart, 
we can compare the performances of lenses on the market today. 

One type of lens on the market today (GROUP A) achieves a very high 
level of clarity, but the activated color is not very dark. 

Another group of lenses (GROUP B) begins with an acceptable level 
of transparency, and reaches a comfortable level of activated color. 
However this group has a shallow upward sloping curve in the fade-back 
stage, indicating a slower fade back speed and decreased user comfort 
and convenience. Most lenses in the market today fall into this group with 
a fade back time of about 7 minutes. 

W H AT  I S  M I S S I N G ?

The market is missing a lens with high transparency, acceptable darkness 
and a fade-back speed that is fast and complete, bringing the lens back 
to its transparent stage quickly. 

Neochromes Dynamic™ is the answer to the performance gap in the 
market today.  It has a faceback time of approximately 3 minutes - less 
than half of most photochromic lenses.

TIMELINE OF TODAY’S PHOTOCHROMIC LENSES 
NEOCHROMES DYNAMIC™ COMBINES THE BEST PROPERTIES OF EXISTING LENSES

While most lenses will still be dark  
up to 7 minutes after coming indoors, 
Neochromes Dynamic™ fades back 
in less than 3 minutes, providing wearers  
with maximum functionality and comfort.

FADE BACK TIME TO CLEAR STAGE

GROUP B
Gets dark,  

fades back slowly

GROUP A
Does not get dark  

enough, fades back fast

NEOCHROMES DYNAMIC™
Gets dark and fades back fast, bringing 
the performance gap in today’s market

1 2 3 4

NEOCHROMES DYNAMIC™

GROUP B

GROUP A



Note: Because UV rays are needed to activate the photochromic dyes in the lens, we advise against  
applying additional UV blocking coatings.

UV &
BLUE LIGHT
BLOCKING 

The negative effects of UV and blue light on our eyes are widely studied, and protection against this type  
of energy has emerged as an important criterion for eye care professionals when choosing the best lenses  
for their patients.

U V  L I G H T  B LO C K I N G

The wavelength range of UV light is generally from 100-380nm. UV light has much higher energy levels than 
visible light, and has the ability leading to changes in the skin to cause sun tan, sun burn, and potentially skin 
cancer. While the cornea and lens of the human eye are quite efficient at blocking UV radiation and keeping it  
from reaching the the retina, we need to block as much UV light from these structures as possible, as prolonged 
exposure could lead to photokeratitis (snow blindness) and cataracts. 

All Neochromes Dynamic™ lenses block 100% of UVA and UVB light. Neochromes Dynamic™ delivers 
excellent blocking of harmful 
light, especially UV and high 
energy blue light.

B LU E  L I G H T  B LO C K I N G

Blue light is the portion of the visible light spectrum  
with the highest energy, usually considered to be 
wavelengths in the range of 400-500nm, though that  
range can be even further broken down and studied.  
The portion of the blue light spectrum between 400-420nm 
is the high energy blue light which has even more relevance 
as it has very high potential do to harm.

Sunlight is the largest source of blue light in our 
environment, but the display screens of our computers, 
phones and other digital devices are becoming  
a greater source of this light in our modern lifestyles. 
Unlike UV light, the cornea of the human eye is not able  
to block light in the blue spectrum, so almost all blue  
light that enters our eye makes it all the way to the 
retina. Constant and repetitive exposure to blue light  
can damage retinal cells.

While there are several lenses on the market that are specifically made to block blue light  
– usually with an unattractive yellow or orange tint – photochromic lenses are a powerful 
line of defense against harmful blue and UV light. In addition to blocking 100% of UVA 
and UVB rays, photochromic lenses darken outdoors to block even more blue light than other 
blue-light blocking products. The most protection against these harmful wavelengths of light  
is needed when you are outdoors in the sun, and photochromic lenses provide highly effective 
and instantaneous light blocking.

BLUE LIGHT BLOCKING  
Absorption in polycarbonate (400 nm - 420 nm)

ACTIVATED UNACTIVATED 

93%

93%

Other existing  
photochromics

25%

Non-photochromic lenses

70%

Other existing  
photochromics

80%

Neochromes Dynamic™Neochromes Dynamic™



DIFFERENTIATION
IS THE KEY

When you choose to offer a new product, it is important to choose one  
that has a unique characteristic or differentiating factor that sets  
it apart from other available products. 

When HB Optical entered the digital progressive lens design market, it was overrun 
by many progressive designs that had limited  optiones and offered similar 
features. HB Optical wanted to give their customers more and better choices.

I OT  D I D  S O M E T H I N G  D I F F E R E N T.

Our goal is to provide customers with the best technology and  
lens designs under a fully flexible and customizable solution.  

Since then, we have been on a constant path of innovation - improving 
our design techniques to create better lenses over time in response to 

market needs and creating exclusive designs worldwide for customers 
that wanted to have special products with propietary caracteristics. 
IOT’s innovations have always been accompanied by a wide range of 

services that also help laboratories manufacture and sell lenses better. 

By maintaining this multifaceted approach as the company’s 
engine, our relationship with lens laboratories took a step forward 
when we became a consulting partner. The support we provide 

with technical expertise, on-site training and customized marketing 
materials make it easy for our customers to differentiate 

themselves with new and different high-quality products.

I OT  I S  D O I N G  S O M E T H I N G  D I F F E R E N T.  AGA I N .

We see the same lack of differentiation in the photochromic marketplace 
that we saw in the digital lens design marketplace.There are many products 
available that look and behave so similarly to each other, so it makes hard 
to explain why yours is special. 

Neochromes Dynamic™ fills in a gap in the photochromic performance 
space that has so far been left empty, waiting for technology to catch  
up. We developed a lens that gets dark quickly and fades back up to twice 
as fast as other available products, providing your customers the ultimate  
in functionality and comfort. 

Give your customers something different.  
Give them Neochromes Dynamic™.

ADVANTAGES & AVAILABILITY  

QUICKLY DARKENS  
IN SUNLIGHT

CHANGES TO  
CLEAR UP TO 2X FASTER  
THAN OTHER PRODUCTS

GREAT BLOCKING  
AGAINST HIGH ENERGY  

BLUE LIGHT

HB EXPERTISE & 
SUPPORT

The technical support and customer service provided by HB Optical is unmatched. 
We are the technical experts in the field and will be able to answer 
questions you have about Neochromes Dynamic™ or photochromic lenses 
in general. Our knowledgeable staff can also troubleshoot processing issues. 
Finally, you will have access to our top-notch marketing department  
to develop the materials you need to sell Neochromes Dynamic™ and 
we will work closely with you to develop your own private label brand of 
photochromics if that´s the direction you want to take.

 

MATERIAL COLOR

1.50 GRAY & BROWN

Made with TRIVEX® GRAY & BROWN

POLYCARBONATE GRAY

HI-INDEX 1.60 GRAY & BROWN

HI-INDEX 1.67 GRAY & BROWN

BLOCKS 100% UVA  
& UVB LIGHT

AVAILABLE IN ALL 
FRANKLIN FREEFORM LIFE STYLE DESIGN SERIES
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HB Optical Laboratories, 14209 SW 142nd Street, Miami, FL 33186. Phone: +1 305 964-2020. www.hboptical.com

Neochromes Dynamic is a registered trademark of Indizen Optical Technologies S.L. Trivex is a registered trademark of PPG Industries Ohio, Inc.
Franklin FreeForm is a trademark of HB Optical Laboratories.


